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ABSTRACT

In Parts I and II, we presented the MCNPX Monte Carlo delayed-gamma
theory and illustrative si mulation results. The complexity and diversity of
the relevant physics items can render the comprehension of their scope
and interrelationship difficult. In Part In we augment the Monte Carlo
formul ati on of Part I using transport theory as an means of showing the
physics content for the MCNPX delayed-gamma feat ure.

KEYWORDS: MCNPX ; CINDER'90; fission-p roduct; delayed-gamma; acti vation;
transport theory.
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INTRODUCTION.

In Part I we examined the Monte Carlo fonnulation of the MCNPX (Pelowitz, 2008)
delayed-gamma fe ature. This feature was seen to consist of an assortm ent of absorption,
transm utation, and emission physics items for neu trons, photons, and radio nuclides.
These items were used to develop cumulative distri bution functions (CDFs) that are used
for samp ling the number, energy, time, and direction of gammas arising from the
radioactive decay o f fi ssion or activation products.

CDF [onnatio n and sampling is not necessarily an inherently complicated issue.
However, because there are several physics items involved in the delayed-gam ma feature,
and because Monte Carlo does not involve the casting of these ph ysics items into a
transport-like equation, it can be a taxing exercise to vi sualize and w1derstand how all of
the physics items interrelate in the context of MCNPX simulation capability. The
MCNPX User's Manual (Pelowitz, 2008) contains infonnation about the physics items,
but the infonnation is limited to input-file "cards" and variab le swi tches.

Here we cast the relevant MCNPX delayed-gamma physics items using a Boltzmann
transport representation. Transport theory is a useful means of succinctly encapsulat ing
transport physics into, for the case of the MCNPX del ayed-gamma feature, a few coupled
equations. We emphasize that MCNPX does not solve the transport equation- it
performs Monte Carlo based simulation involving CDF samp ling. But we offer the
transport fo nnulation as an alternative means of identifying the physics mechanisms
involved in the MCNPX delayed-gamma feature.
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2.

MCNPX COUPLED N EUTRON-PHOTON TRANSPORT.

MCNPX treats many types of neutron and photon interact ions when executed in coup led
neutron-photon mode for fissioning systems, includi ng the newest feature involv ing
delayed -gamma line-emission by fissio n products creat d by neutron- induced fi ssion.
These in teractions include the production of delayed neutro ns and gammas due to fiss ion
induced by sub-20-M eV neutrons and, using LAHET (Los Alamos H igh-Energy
Transport; Wilson et a!., 1993; Waters, 1999; Pelowitz, 2008) higher-energy neutrons (>
20 MeV). MCNPX treats lower-energy photon interactions involving photo atomic
interaction mechanisms (e. g., photoelectric absorp tion, Compton scatter, and pa ir
production) with simulation options of simple or detailed models (which either ignore or
include incoherent scatteri ng and photoelectric- absorp tion fluorescent-photon creation).
In addition, the LAHET component of MCNPX is used to model high-energy
photoneutron and photofiss ion interactions. When available, photofission is treated using
photofission-yield data; otherw ise, neutron-fission yield data (with an " A-I" correction)
are used as an approx imation for photofi ssion yield data (Durkee et ai., 2009). The
equations given below, as well as the sampling-equation presentation given later in this
paper, suitably characteli ze the basic theory for the cun'ent and prospective upgrades
involving delayed-gamma line emission by both neutron- and photon-induced fi ssion for
MCNPX.
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Boltzmann transport and isotopic-transmutation equations.

Although MCNPX is a Monte Carlo code, it is usefu l to view the classical*
integrodi fferenti al form of the coupled Boltzmann neutron and photon transport
equations'r and the associat d delayed neutron and gam ma precursor eq uations in order
to better understand the assortment of coupled neutron-photon transport mechanisms
treated by MCNPX. The M CNPX del ayed-gamma capability is designed to execute in
"fixed-so urce" mode rather than in "eigenfunction" mode. As such, the relevan t sourc
form of the li near Boltzmann equations;' for coupled prompt and delayed neutron and
photon transport (Keepin, 1965, pp. 161-162; Williams, 1966; Bell and Glasstone, 1970;
Hetrick, 197 1; Massi mo, 1976; Liew and Ku, 1991) and the nuclide transmutation
equations (England et a!., 1976; Wilson et ai. , 1995) can be written as

Neutron flux

~ ~ = - 0· V cJ>(r, EI/ ,D.n,t) -[L",f(r,En,t) + Ln,y U=, En,t)]C1>U:,E", D.",t)

II L".xC r , E~,t)fn,xCr ; E~ ~ En ' D.~ ~ D.n;t)cJ>(r , E:, ,D.:, ,t )dn:, dE:,

+I

x .. f

+ I IXn,,, ( E~ ~ EJ[l- fJn,r,Cr , E;,)]v",nCF, E:JLn,f (r, E;', t) cJ>(r, E;' , 6.:" t )d D.:, dE;' (1 )
+ I I X"n ( E;, ~ EJ[l - fJy,n (r, E;)]v"n (r, E; )L,,f (r , E;, t )f(r ,

E; ,n;" t)dD.~dE;

+L y,,, (r , E" t)r( r , E" D. y,t) + S" (r , En,D." ,t)
• Quantum effects are neglected.
t Neithe r the equations nor the boundary conditions contain any random element. Thus, although
traditionally the term "deterministic" has been considered as a property of the numerical solution methods,
with the advent of stochastic transport equations the formulation is sometimes termed deterministic (Dubi,
198 6; Morel, 2007; Williams, 2007) , For a discussion of stochastic transport theory, see Bell (1 965),
Williams (2006), Lcvermore et al. (1986), Adams et al. (1989), and Munoz-Cubo and Verdu (2003),
t MCN PX treats all particles as point particles.
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Photon flux

f
+ f f X/I,r (E~ ----; E7)[1- !3/1,y Cr, E;, )]Vn,7 (F, E;, )LIIJ (r, E:', 1)<J>(r , E;, ,.0:" t)d.o:,dE:,

+ fXv, y(E; ----; E)[l- !31,y(r,E;)]V7,yCr,E~)LrJ(F,E~, t) r(r, E; ,~~,t)d~~dE~ (2)

,

P,

J

Q)

I L N,p (F ,I)A,pP7,p (E7,nr ) + I I N iq (r,t)}cjqPI:i1/ (Er '~\')

+

i- I p~ l

and,for i= l, ... ,l; p=l,.",p' and j=l, ... ,J;q=l,.",Qj'

Nuclide density stemming from neutron-induced transmutation and decay

M

J

+ fI Y".'II-->1 CF, EJL/lJrII (F ,E" ,t)<'Dcr, E" , ~\ ,t)dD ndE"

(3)

m= 1

P,

+

L

Ak_>,pNk (F,t) - }c,pN,p (F ,t)
k"p

Nuclide density stemming from photon-induced transmutation and decav

J

M

+ fI YrnHj(F,Er)L7Im (r,EI,t )r( r,Er ,n7,t)d ~\,dEI
m:::::1

Q)

I

+

A,--> jqN, (F,t ) - AjqN jq (F, t)

' ~q

r
J

(4)
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Variable denn itions.

In this section, the various variable defini tions and conventions used in Eqs. (1 )-( 4) are
provided . We define

cD(r, En,n",t)

time-dependent angular

=

2

neutron fl ux (neutrons/m -sr-s-MeV)

r(i:,Er , ~\"t)

=

time-dependent angular
2

photon flux (photons/m -sr-s-MeV)
t

=

r=

is time (s)
position (m)

v = neutron speed (m

S-I)

c

=

speed of light (m

En

=

neutron energy (MeV)

Er

=

gamma energy (M eV)

S-I)

O f! = neutron direction vector

D/ = photon d irection vector

J", Jr; E;,
1{, .(r;

~ E, 6~ ~

0.";t)

=

neutron transfer prob ab ili ties (neutrons/sr-MeV)

E: ~ Ey' 6~ ~ 6 r ;t) = photon transfer probabilities (photons/sr-MeV)
3

SnCF ,E" ,n",t) = inhomogeneous neutron sources (neutro ns/m -sr-s-MeV)

SyCr ,Ey,O y,t)

=

inhomogeneous photon (photons/m 3-sr-s-MeV )
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1I11.,, (t:,E;J = expected total number of neutrons emitted per fission at
o f energy
lI)'.n

(r ,E;) =

lI"y (r,

d ue to an utron

r

due to a photon

E;

E;) = expected total number of photons em itted per fi ssion at r due to a photon

of energy
11".), (r

r

E:'

expected total number of neutrons emitted per fis sion at
of energy

97 6JQa

T

, E~)

=

E;

expected total number of photons emitted per fis sion at

r due to a neu tron

of energy E:'
(J"." (r, E:') = fractio n of the total numbers of neutrons that come fro m the p th

neutron precursor due to neutron fissio n (delayed neutrons/neutron)
(Jr .!' (r, E~)

=

fraction of the total numbers of photons that come from the qth
photon precursor due to photofission (delayed photons/photon)

(Jr. (r , E;') = fraction of the total numbers of neutrons that come fro m the pth
1I

neutron precursor due to photofi ssion (delayed neutrons/pho ton)
(J"., (r , £:,)

=

fraction of the to tal numbers of photons that come from the pth
neutron precursor due to neutron fis sion (delayed photons/neu tron)

N ,:p Cr, t)

=

delayed-particle precursor isotop ic concentrations for the i = 1, .. .,1
fission products (or residual nuclides) created by neutron-induced fission
(atoms/m\

subscript p indicates that there are p

= 1, ... , ~

radioacti ve

decay products for the /h fission produ t (or residual nuclide).

N jq (r,t)

=

delayed -part icle precursor isotopic concentrations fo r the j

7

= 1, .. .,J

. . ..
fi ssion products (o r residual nuclides) created by photofi ssion
(atoms/m\ subscript q indicates that there are q = 1, . .. ,Q" radioactive
decay products fo r the jlh photofission product (or residual nucl ide).

Ajp = radioactive decay constants for the Pi delayed-neutron
precursors (decay/atom-s)

Ajq = radioactive decay constants for the Qj delayed-photon
precursors (decay/atom-s)
X

11,11

(£ '
t/

~

£ ) = prompt-neutron emission spectra du e to neutro n
rJ

fi ssion (neutrons/Me V-sr -prompt neutron)

Xr.n (E;

~

EJ = prompt-neutron emission spectra due to
photo fission (neutrons/MeV -sr-prompt neutron)

%r ,/(£; ~

E) = prompt-photon em ission spectra due to
photo ft ssion (photonslMeV -sr-prompt photon)

;(",r(£:' ~

E)

=

prompt-photon emission spectra due to
neutron fi ssion (photonslMeV-sr-prompt photon)

Pilip (En ' 0 1/) = delayed-neutron spectra as a function of the emerging neutron
energy En due to the decay of fi ssion products created by
neutron fis sion (neutrons/decay-sr-MeV)

p"iq (E",Q,J = delayed-neutron spectra as a function of the emerging neutron
energy En due to the decay of fission products created by
photofission (neutrons/decay-sr- MeV)
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(E" O r) = de layed-gamma emission spectra due to the decay of fi ssion products

created by neutron fi ssion (photonsldecay-sr-MeVyr
P,jq (E, ,0.) = delayed-gam ma emission spectra due to the decay of fi ssion products

created by photofission (photons/decay-sr-MeV)
L,1I,iCr,E II ,t ) = total macroscopic neutron cross sections excluding

rad iative capture (neutrons/m)
'I" fCr, E y , t) = total macroscopic photon cross sections excluding

rad iative capture (photons/m)
'I1I, r (r , En' t) = macroscopic radiative-cap ture cross section (neu trons/photon-m)
L ;,II (r,

L, II

x

Er , t) = macroscopic photoneutron-production cross section (photons/neutron-m)

(r E'n ' t) = total macroscopic neutron-i nteraction cross sections

excluding fi ssion (neutrons/m)
total macroscopic photon-interaction cross sections
excluding fission (photons/m)

L. II I

m(r, E ll' t)

= macroscopic neutron fission cross sections
for the m

=

1, ... M fissioning nuclides (fissions/neutron-m)

'I ;IIIl (r, E)" t) = macroscopic photofission cross sections

for the m
L,nJ (r,

E:', t)

=

= 1". ,M fissioning nucl ides (fiss ions/photon-m)

to tal macroscopic neutron fiss ion cross section (fissions/neutron-m)

T he mission spectra for neutrons and photons for each fission product are dependent on the mechanism
induci ng the fission. T herefore, the subscripts p and q serve to distinguish those chains that are created by
neutron fission and pho to fission,

t

9
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Ly,f Cr ,E ; ,t)

=

total macroscopic photo fission cross section (fissions/photon-m)

Yll m->i (r; Ell) = neutron-induced fission-product yield data (atoms/fiss ion)

Y

f:/II-->

j

(r;

Er)

The quantities

=

photon-induced fission-product yie ld data (atoms/fission)

/3n,,Jr, E~) and /3,,/r, E;J satisfy
Q

p

/311,II(r,E;,) = L/3n,"p(;:,E~), /3/.7(r,E;) = L/3f,7q(r,E;),
p=i

whi le the quantities

/3/',nCr,E;) and /3",/(r,E;) satisfy
Q

/3;,,, (r, E;) = L /3r,":'1

cr, E;),

P

/311,/

cr, E;) = I

q=i

2.3.

(5)

q=i

/3Il,IP (r, £ :1) ,

(6)

p=i

Equation descriptions.

Equations ( I ) and (2) are the coupled time-dependent Boltzmann equations for the
neutron an d photon angular fluxes . Equations (3) and (4) are representations of the
Isotopic-chain delayed-particle precursor equations for neutron- and photon- induced
reactions. Brief termwise descriptions are presented in Tables 1-4, with in-depth
descrip tions presented in the ensuing sections. Please note that the descriptions pertain to
the delayed-gamma upgrades. This means that some tenns are not calcu lated or are
treated approx imately, e.g., the fl ux-induced isotopic transmutation tenns.
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Table t. Equation 1 termwise descriptions
Li ne

Tenn

1

1

2
3

2
3
1
1

4

1

5

1
2

6

1
2

Description
Time rate of change of neutron angular
fl ux
Neutron streaming
Loss by neutron absorption
Prompt non fission neutron source
Prompt neutron source due to neutron
fis sion
Prompt neutron source due to
photo fi ssion
Delayed-neutron prod uction due to
precursors fonned by neutron fi ssion
Delayed-neutro n production due to
precursors fonned by photo fissi on
Photonuclear neutron production
Inhomogeneous source

Calcu lated in
MCNPX
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Table 2. Equation 2 termwise descriptions
Line

Tenn

1

1

2
3

2
3
1
1

4

1

5

1
2

6

1
2

Descripti on
Time rate of change of photon angu lar
fl ux
Photon streami ng
Loss by photon absorption
Prompt nonfission photon source
Prompt photon source d ue to
photofi ssion
Prompt photon source due to neutron
fissi on
Delayed-photon production due to
precursors fonned by neutron fi ssion
Delayed-photon production due to
precursors fonned by photofission
Rad iative-capture photon production
Inhomogeneous source

11

Calculated in
MCNPX
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Table 3. Equation 3 termwise descriptions
Line

Term

1

1

Calcu lated in
MCNPX
Y

Description

Time rate of change of precursors
created by neutron fi ssion
yt
Neutron-induced transmutation source
2
yt
3
Neutron-induced transmutation loss
Neutron-induced fi ssion source
Y
2
1
Decay source
3
1
Y
2
Decay loss
Y
tSimple-multi-particle reactions are treated . See the following section D r details.

Table 4. Equation 4 termwise descriptions
Line

Term

I

1

2
3

2
3

1
1
2

Description
Time rate of change of precursors
created by photofission
Photon-induced transmu tation source
Photon-induced transmutation loss
Photon-induced fiss ion source
Decay source
Decay loss

C alculated in
MCNPX
Y
Y
N

Y
Y
Y

Equation]: Neutron flux.

Terms 1- 3 in line 1 represen t the time rate of change of the angu lar neutron fl ux,
streami ng, and neutron loss due to absorption, respectively. The absorption tenn is
separated into a piece for mechanisms other than prompt radiati ve capture prod uction and
another that exp licitly shows this mechanism. All terms are treated by MCNPX.
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Line 2 represents the source of pro mpt neutrons at r;t due to the integrated contribution
of all non-fission interactions at r ;E:,;t and all angular neutro n flu x directions

0.:,. This

tenn is treated by M CNPX.

Lines 3 and 4 represent the prompt-neu tron production due to fiss ion induced by neutrons
and photons, respectively. MCNPX calculates both terms using library data.

Tenn 1 in Line 5 is the delayed-neutron production due to the decay of precursors form ed
by n utron fission. For Monte Carlo delayed-neutron energy emission, this term is
integrated over all posi tion, direction, and time and is integrated to some random ly
sampled energy to calculate particle emissi on energy. Currently, this energy sampling is
handled approximately in MCNPX using a set of pre-integrated val ues (Madland-Nix
formalism, Mad land 1988; http://t2.lan1.gov) that are cast in six precursor groups (P

= 6)

and 300 energy gro ups. These data are stored in data statements (in routine CID) for use
during execution. This energy-sampling technique di ffers from the technique used for
delayed gammas (see Section 5). However, upgrades are now scheduled to produce the
necessary Pnip (E n) experimental data and the MCNPX upgrades to make the delayedneutron sampling techillque commensurate with the delayed-gamma capability.

Tenn 1 in Line 5 is evaluated for Monte Carlo delayed-neutron ti me emission by
integrating over all position , direction, and energy, fo llowed by integration to some
randomly sampled time. Data are available (in cinder.dat) for the energy-integrated
isotropic emission probabilities Pni :p =

r

Pnip (EJdE n . Thus, sampling distri butions for

13
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delayed-neutron em ission time are calculated in M CNPX by integrating
[

P;

I I

Nil' ( r, / )}cipPlliP to times lj. This ti me-CDF calculation procedure is sim ilar to the

i=1 p = 1

delayed gam ma treatment, but, as is indicated in tenn 1 of line 5 in Eq . (2) and as will be
detailed in Section 5, the individual line-emission values are used for delayed gammas.
Once the new Pnip (En) data are available, the time-CDF treatment for delayed neutrons
will be modified to confonn to the delayed-gamma treatment.

Term 2 in line 5 is the de layed-neutron pro duction due to th e decay of prec ursors formed
by photofi ssion. This teml is treated in the same manner as that for teml 1 of line 5.

Line 6, term 1 is photonuclear neutron prod uction, which is calculated using mix and
match, us ing table data when available and physics models otherwise.

Term 2 of line 6 is the inhomogeneous neutron source. The MCNPX code user stip ulates
this term via the MCNPX " sdef' source card. Its content can range from a simple
monoenergetic single-pulse point source to complicated energy-, space-, and ti medependent neutron sources.

The atom densities embedded in the macroscopic cross sections in the tenns in lines 1-4
and in term 1 of line 6 are the cell-based material atom densities (s tipulated in the
MCNPX input fi le) that are used to do MCNPX particle transport. Currently, these
densities are treated as invariant as a function of time for the de layed-gamma

14
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calculations . That is, the input-file material densities are not transmuted. For pulsed or
low-flux simulations (relevant to many detection scenarios), time-dependent changes in
these materials should be relatively negligi ble. Future upgrades to MCNPX wi ll be
required to calculate fl ux-induced transmutation dependence by linking the delayedgamma and bum (Fensin et al., 2006) capabil ities. A combined decay and fl ux-induc d
transmutation capability would pennit simulations of applications invo lving reactor fuel
bum , etc. Time-dependence of the atom densi ties in line 5, i. e., the fis sion-product atom
densities, is treated us ing CINDER '90 in the delayed-gamma upgrade.

Equation 2: Photon flux.

Tenus 1- 3 in line 1 represent the time rate of change of the angular photon flux ,
streaming, and photon loss due to absorption, respectively. Tem1 3 represents loss for
mechanisms such as photoelectric absorpti on, whereas tenn 4 connotes photoneutron
creation. These tenns are treated by MCNPX.

Line 2 represents the source of prompt photons at

r; t due to the integrated contri bution of

all non-fission interactions at r;E;;t and all angular photons flux directi ons

n~ .

This

tenn is treated by MCNPX.

Lines 3 and 4 represent the prompt-pho ton production due to photofiss ion and neutron
fiss io n, respect ively. These tenns are treated by M CNPX using library data.

15
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Line 5 contains tenns for the delayed-photon production due to neutron fi ssion and
photofission. Tenn 1 of li~e 5, which is underscored, is the central focus of th is artic leits Monte Carlo treatment is addressed in detail in the following sections. Summation
extends over all I fission products (or residual nuclides) and their associated P,
rad ioacti ve decay progeny. Delayed-gamma emission is assumed to be isotropi c in the
laboratory system. The tenn is nonzero for a fission event caused by a neutron. When the
Monte Carl o CDF is sampled, zero or a finite number of delayed photons may be created.

Teml 2 of lin e 5 (also underscored) is treated in the same manner as tenn I. This tenn
contribu tes to a photofission event that produces delayed photons.

Teml 1 of line Ii is neutron radiative-capture photon production, which is calculated usi ng
table data augmented by physics models.

Term 2 of line 6 is the inhomogeneous photon source, which is stipulated by the user
llsin g th e MCNPX "sdeC' card. As with neutron sources, the photon-source specificat ion
can be either simple or have an exotic mixture of space, energy, direction, and time
dependencies. Moreover, the user may specify sources consisting of both neutrons and
photo ns for S"(r, E",O,,,I) and Sy(r,Ey,O"t).

COl11m ents pCl1aining to the treatment of atom-density time dependence for Eq . ( I) are
relevant here. Th us , the tran sport-related densities are treated as time invariant, whereas
the precursor densities are ti me dependent.

16
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Equations (3) and (4): Neu tro n- and photon-induced isotopic transmutation
equations.

Experimentation has revealed that a large number of delayed-neutron precursors are
created by fission (England and Rider, 1994).' Experience has shown that delayedneutron creation can be suitably modeled by lumping the behavior into a few precursor
groups for creati on by both neutron- and photon-induced production (Keep in, 1965; Bell
and Glasstone, 1970, p. 467; Duderstadt and Hamilton, 1976).

As mentioned previously, MCNPX currently uses this simplification for sampling
delayed-neutron spectra. For del ayed-neutron emi ssion-time and number sampling and
for all delayed-gamma sampling needs, CINDER '90 is used to calculate explicitly the
isotopic concentrations for 3400 radionuclides. The two isotopic-transmutation equations,
Eqs. (3) and (4), are wri tten to represent delayed neutron and gamma production due to
neutron- and photon-induced fissi on and isotop ic transmutation, respectively.

In line 1, tenn 1 on the right-hand side of Eq. (3) is the neutron-induced transmu tation
source of all nucl ides to nuc lide i:p, while tenn 2 is the neutron-induced loss of nuclide
i:p. These tenns are currently treated approxi mately in the MCNPX delayed-gamma
i

upgrade . In partic ular, all 34 standard ENDF/B-VI types simple-multi-particle reactions '
are treated (Durkee et ai. , 2009). However, this treatment does not include mass
conservation .::: The upgrade is thus primari ly suitable for characterization using pulsed or

Data for 271 delayed-neutron precursors are presented in this reference.
e.g., (n,p), (n, alpha), etc.
+ The simple-mu lti-particle reactions are treated in subroutine colicin.F rather than in CINDER ' 90. No mass
treatment is done in colicin.F, whereas it is done in CINDER'90.
I

t
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low-fl ux systems. Addi tional future work is necessary to accommodate pro longed flux
exposure and eigenfunction (MCNPX "kcode") calculations.

Line 2 of Eq. (3) is the neutTon-fission source for nuclide i:p. This tenn is nonzero for the
fiss ion products and zero for their decay progeny. As was di scussed in Section 2, in
MCNPX, tabulated fission-yield data are used (in CID) to sample the products of each
fission for several fiss ioning nuclides in the presence of thermal, fi ssion, and 14-Me V
neutron spectra. For higher energies, LAHET provides a Iist of res idual nuclides.

Tern1 I, line 3 ofEq. (3) is the source of nuclide i:p due to the rad ioactive decay of all
contributing nuclides. Tenn 2 is the loss of nuclide i:p due to its decay.

Time-dependent nuclide densities for delayed neutron and photon producti on due to
neutrons are thus calculated (for this upgrade) by CINDER' 90 using the contributions
fro m lines 2 and 3 in Eq. (3). For each fission, the identities of the sampled fi ssion
prod ucts are sent from CID to CINDER ' 90. CINDER'90 then calcul ates the densities fo r
each nuclide in the decay chain for each fi ssion product. Spatial dependence is
accommodated on a cellw ise basis.

The tenns in Eq. (4) pertain to fl ux-induced transmutation and fission b y photons , as well
as the radioactive decay of the nuclides. Photon-fl ux-induced transmutation term is
tTeated by photonuclear models. The photo fiss ion source, line 2, is treated for some
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nuclidest using new photo fission-yield data, Yym_> / F; E;J (Durkee et aI., 2009). For
other nuclides, the tenn is approximately treated onl y by usi ng neu tron-fission yield data,

ynm-->,(r ; EJ . The decay tenns in line 3 are treated .

In MCNPX, for each fiss ion event, either the neutro n-induced, delayed-precursor

contribution, Eq. (3), or the photon-induced, delayed-precursor concentrations, Eq. (4),
are used to calculate the fission-product chains and the delayed-neutron and/or delayedgamma CDFs and transport . Thus, only the tenus in line 5 of Eqs. (1 ) and/or (2)
corresponding to neutro n- or photon-induced fiss ion can contribute fo r that fi ssion event.
If the samp ling results in no del ayed neutrons and/or photons, then the respective tenu in
Eq. (1) and/o r (2) is zero for that fiss ion event.

The precursors are presumed to be fi xed in space; thus, tenus involving convection or
di ffu sion are abse nt in Eqs. (3) and (4).

2.4.

Equation solution.

Equations (1 )-(4) are statements of neutron, photo n, and nuclide conservation for an
infinites imal element of volume, energy, and direction at ti me t. The quantities

single neutron and a single photon are in the differenti al volume elements d Jr dQlldE"
and d ]rdD. 7
. dE.
, respectively.
These probabilities contain no information other than the
7
·

r The data are available for

233 U , 234U , 2:15 U , 2] " U , 238 U , 237 Np , 238 pU , 239 pU , 240 pU , 241 p U, 241 A m ,
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expected values (Bell, 1965). At a finite level, a detenninistic solution (e.g., discrete
ordinates) of Eqs.(l)-(2) provides infonnation about only the expected neutron and
photon behavior. In contrast, a Monte Carlo solution conveys infonnahon about the
statisti cal behavi or of the neutrons and photons.

Detenl1 inistic (discrete ordinates and spherical harmonics) numerical solutions to Eqs.
( I )- (2) involve the discretization of the space, energy, direction, and time dependencies,
as well as the derivatives and integrals. The resulting set of algebraic ex pres sions is
soi ved for angular fluxes throughout the spatial mesh at each timestep. Cross-section dala
are represented in a multigroup fonnat and require a preparation account for selfshielding (in energy and space) and heterogeneity effects for individual models to
preserve reaction-rate conservation. Geometrical modeling capabilities te nd to be limited,
and sol utions co ntain no statistical infonnation. Results are valid for the average behav ior
of a large nu mber of particles. lhe memory requirements for discretized solutions can be
very large and computer-memory intensive, particularly for multidimensional models.
The treatment involves approximation due to discretization and multigroup cross-sectio n
treatments (Bell and Glasstone, 1970; Duderstadt and Hamilton, 1976, pp. 117- 123;
O 'Dell and Alcou ffe, 1987; Durkee et aI., 1999). We are unaware of any detenll in istic
numerical codes that are capable of treating delayed-gamma line emission due to ti ssi on.

Var iolls interpretations of the so-called MCNPX Monte Carlo solution to Eqs. (1)-{2) can
be offered . TIlt: MCNPX solution can be interpreted as being obtained by integrati ng the
tenns in these equations over space, direction, energy, and time to obtain an integral fonn
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of the transport equation. The individual integral terms constitute cumulative distribution
functio ns. The CDFs (integrals) are randomly sampled on a particle-by-particle basis to
si mulat creation, destruction, and transport. It should be noted that MCNPX can solve
many types of transport problems. For particle-density-based estimates, it can be shown
by integration over the transport process that the mean particle densiti es are described by
the Boltzmann transport equation. T hat is, the Boltzmann transport equation describes the
average b havior of a Monte Carlo calculation. However, a transport equation need not
be written in order to solve a particle-transport problem using Monte Carlo .t

The necessary MCNPX data (e. g., cross secti ons and fission yi elds) are represented in
either tabular or polynomial fo rm or by theoreti cal model functions. The treatment is
almost exact because there is no discretization of the transport parameters, and point
cross-section data are used; some approx imation for delayed-gam ma analysis enters via
the presumed linear behavior of isotopic concentrations with time for the CDF calculation
(see Section 5). The creation of a computational model tends to be more complicated and
time cons uming than a deterministic numerical coun terpart. However, geometrical
modeling capabilities tend to be extensive, and the solutions contain important stati stical
informati on. Information can be gleaned on an individual-particle basis. Simulations can
be conduct d which involve small numbers of particles, ther by enabli ng studies in
t Me P/MC PX "solves" the Boltzmann transport equation in a similar sense that an NBA p layer
"solves " Ne'Nton's law of motion to put a basketball through the hoop. ~ote that the Monte Carlo
practitioner need never have considered, nor even know of, the Boltzmann transport equation to solve his
tnnsport problems, just as the NBA player need never have considered, nor even know of, Newton's law of
motion to put a basketball t1u·ough the hoop. It is doubtful that most people would consider the ball's
mo tion as "solving" Ne'Nton's law. Certainly the ball's trajectory can be described by Ne'Nton's law in the
same sense that (some aspects of) a Monte Carlo calculation can be described by the Boltzmann transport
equation, but does the fact that an equation describes a process really mean that the process is "solving" the
equation (Bo oth, 2007)')
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regimes wherein the Bo ltzmann equation is invalid. MCNPX computer-memory dem ands
for calculations excluding delayed-gamm a emission are typically a fractio n of their
deterministic counterparts, allowing time-dependent, 3D models to be solved on modem
personal computers. However, MCNPX delayed-gamma calculations are memory and
CPU-time intensive; thus, execution of such models on clusters or large mainframe
computers is preferable.

If a fi ssion product or residual nuclide is created by neutron fi ssion, neutron fi ssion-yi eld
data are used and Eq. (3) is solved by CINDER ' 90 (see Section 2 of Part I) to supply the
isotopic concentrations for all of the decay products of each fis sion product created by
neutron fission. These isotopic concentrations are suppl ied to MCNPX for use in CDF
calcu lations of delayed neutron and gamma emission caused by neutron-induced fission .
Ifphotofi ssion occurred, then Eq. (4) is solved.

For the fission branch (not the residual-nuclide branch), sampling is perfonn ed for the
first ftssio n-product after CID is entered. The identity of the second fissio n product is
d terrnined by mass conservati on, taking into account w hether the fi ssion was ind uced by
a neutron or photon as well as the number of prompt fi ssion neu trons produced.

3.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

As is disc ussed in Part I, the new M CNPX delayed-gamm a Monte Carlo technique
involves the creation and sampling of CDFs for the fissi on products or residual nuclides,
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the number of delayed gammas produced for an event, and the energy, time, and direction
of emission . Processing involves the treatment of low- and high-energy regimes for
reaction ini tiation using various library or model data capabil ities . For lower energies,
fiss ion products are determ ined (sampled) using fission-yield data for therm al , fis si onspectrum (fast), and high-energy (> 14 M eV) source-neutron energies. Interactions for
neutrons having energies in excess of20 MeV are calculated using LAHET, which is also
an integral piece of MCNPX, to produce a list of residual nucl ides . For each fi ssion or
activation event, ti me-dependent concentra.tions for decay-chain nuclides are calcu lated
by CINDER'90 using the sampled fission products.

The interrelationsh ip of these physics items can be a challenge to comprehend . The
motivation behind Part ITI has been to address the complexity issue using an alternative
paradigm . In particular, in this paper we have augmented the MCNPX Mo nte Carlo
theory presentation contained in P art I by uti lizing the coupled neutron/photon
Boltzmann transport equ ations with delayed neutrons and gammas as a means of
coordinating a discllssion of the transport mechanisms that are treated by MCNPX for the
delayed-gamma upgrade. This presentation should be particularly useful for those readers
that have a background in transport theory.
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